PHILADELPHIA 3.0
The case for term limits
#3: The system is rigged for incumbents
Term Limits make the system fair
FACT: From 1979 to today, spanning 36 years, only 20 City Council incumbents have EVER been beaten.
In the last 16 years, only SIX incumbents have been beaten. At the start of 2015, only FOUR Councilmembers
were on Council because they beat their predecessor in an election.
Philadelphia 3.0 believes that the political system in Philadelphia is rigged for incumbents.
So of course City Councilmembers are happy to keep it that way.
The proof is in the numbers.
Since 1979, incumbents have run for reelection 137 times. That means 90% of elections included an
incumbent attempting to hold onto a seat. So fewer than two seats per cycle, out of 17 total seats, weren’t
contested by an incumbent who wanted to stay in office. They keep running because they keep winning!
And the longer they are in, the harder it is to get them out.
Only 20 incumbents of those 137 seeking reelection got ousted (15% of them), and many of the incumbents
were new to the job. THREE incumbents had not even served a full term (having won a special election to be
there) when they were beat. SIX incumbents had only served one regularly elected term when they got beat.
The longer they hold on, the harder it is to get them out. It is no surprise that of the nine District
Councilmembers seeking reelection this year SEVEN are running completely unopposed.
It’s only getting worse.
The trends are getting even worse. From 1979 to 1998, 14 incumbents got beat - nearly THREE per cycle on
average. But from 1999 to 2011, only six were beat - less than TWO per cycle on average. At the start of 2015
only FOUR Councilmembers had beaten an incumbent. And of those four, two beat incumbents only in
Council because of a special election, one beat someone who was foolish enough to run again after taking
DROP, and the final one beat an incumbent ALL THE WAY back in 1979, when that was a thing that could
actually happen.
SOLUTION: Term Limits make the system fair
If the system is rigged for incumbents, what is the natural solution? Philadelphia 3.0 proposes a 3-Term
Limit on City Council. It is increasingly impossible to hold Councilmembers accountable when you can’t vote
them out. Incumbents are largely entrenched because of the system, so we should change the system.
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VOTE FOR City Council Democratic At Large: #84 Derek Green, #88 Tom Wyatt, #98 Isaiah Thomas

